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Exiled after their defeat in Samara, the Resistance struggles to find allies in their quest to restore

King Balen to his throne and put an end to the emperorâ€™s tyranny. When the crete people refuse

to lend their aid, Balen leads a group to Dorland to reason with them and win their support.

However, enemies prove to be everywhere, and they find themselves in a fight to keep Dorland from

becoming Daicanâ€™s latest conquest. Back in Landale, the arrival of a new enemy forces Trask

and Anne to tread more carefully than ever. Tensions are rising, and the enemy is determined to

test Anneâ€™s loyalty and root out the location of Trask and the Resistance once and for all. 

Feeling trapped within the walls of ValcrÃ©, Prince Daniel must contend with an ever-eroding

relationship with his father. As their clashes escalate, the situation becomes potentially life

threatening when his loyalty is called into question. His sister seems bent on branding him a traitor

and actively seeking to condemn him to the fate of those put to death in their fatherâ€™s new arena.

Daniel is certain his father would never execute his only son and heir, but with other forces at work,

it might not be that simple. One small misstep could prove fatal for all.
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Wow! This book was amazing!! The characters were well developed and I loved seeing the different

relationships grow! I also liked the different plots going on throughout the book. Also, there was so

many twist and turns throughout the book that I couldn't stop guessing over the turn of events!

Another thing I loved about it was the message in it (and throughout the entire series). It encourages

us to stand up for our beliefs no matter how much opposition or persecution we may face. Overall,

this book is a MUST read!! So far it is my favorite in the series and the story will draw you in! Can't

wait for the next book!

I almost never write reviews for books, but I just had to! I love every book in the series, but Exiles

really stands out to me as the most masterfully written and interwoven yet this series. The different

points of view are so unique and yet all clearly serve their purpose, progress the plot and provide

depth of character.The element of faith is beautifully developed along many different lines. It is so

wonderful and refreshing to read such a spell binding series that honors the Lord so much. Jaye L.

Knight has undeniable talent and I look forward to reading the rest of the series as well as anything

else she may write in the future.

I am one of the many that started this book the day my Pre order of this 4th Installment was placed

on my Kindle. I was at work for 12'hrs but read on my breaks. I am not at all disappointed!!!!I am

invested in these characters and the plot. Well Done!!!!

This book was so beautiful, so full of truth and suspense sometimes I couldn't breathe. Please hurry

up and write the next one Jaye!

So much action from start to finish! Lots of characters but not confusing. So hard to put down and

hard to accept when the book ends even though each book is over 500 pages long! Can't wait for

book 5 (and 6)!!! Please don't leave me hanging too long Jaye!

So excited to continue the series. Happy to see Daniel, Anne and others in the camp. Glad to see

good ryricks, spend time in the Crete city and meet the giants. Still love the dragons and Jace!

Looking forward to the next book!



You know that feeling that you get while reading a really epic book that you, at some points, just

have to put the book down for a second so you can calm down? I've never had that feeling so much

in the same book!!!Well done Jaye L. Knight!!! You are a amazing auther!!!:)

I love it, but some of the first books seemed to have more action.
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